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Brick Red Pumice Stone and Pearl Necklace 

5 brick red pumice stones and 6 black pearls 
strung on a dark brown leather strand with a 
pearl-noose clasp; matching earrings included 
when you buy as a set or sold individually 
*natural texture of the pumice may not be 
suitable for wear against more delicate fabrics 

Earrings with a silver pearls and red colored sand 

pumice stone dangling from leather strands. 

Silver Pearls and Red Pumice Stones Earrings   





Earrings with a silver pearls and orange colored 

sand pumice stone dangling from leather strands. 

Silver Pearls and Sand Pumice Stones Earrings   

5 Sand pumice stones and 6 silver pearls strung on a black 
leather strand with a pearl-noose clasp; matching earrings 
included when you buy as a set or sold individually 
*natural texture of the pumice may not be suitable for 
wear against more delicate fabrics 

Sand Pumice Stone and Pearl Necklace 





Lime Green Pumice Stone and Pearl Necklace 

5 Lime Green pumice stones and 6 white 
pearls strung on a black leather strand with a 
pearl-noose clasp; matching earrings included 
when you buy as a set or sold individually 
*natural texture of the pumice may not be 
suitable for wear against more delicate fabrics 





White Pumice Stone and Pearl Necklace 

5 White pumice stones and 6 Peach pearls 
strung on a black leather strand with a pearl-
noose clasp; matching earrings included when 
you buy as a set or sold individually 
*natural texture of the pumice may not be 
suitable for wear against more delicate fabrics 





12mm White-Silver-Black Oval Pearls on Leather Strand Necklace, 18 inches   

A leather necklace with 5 pearls, two silver two 

white and one peach colored pearl at the center 

of the necklace.  









White Oval Pearls on Leather Strand Necklace, 18 in   

A leather necklace with 5 pearls white colored pearls 

at the center of the necklace.  





White-Silver-Peach Oval Pearls on Leather Strand Necklace, 18 in   

A leather necklace with 5 pearls, two silver two 

white and one peach colored pearl at the center 

of the necklace.  





A vibrant stone and white 
oval pearl necklace linked 
with delicate metal rings  

31 inches 

Multicolor Stone and Pearl Necklace 

Vibrant stone and white oval pearl bracelet 
linked with delicate metal rings, 7.5 inches. 

A pair of amber color stone 
earrings with metal backing 
hook backing 

Multicolor Stone and Pearl Bracelet 

Hanging Stone Earrings 





A striking statement piece necklace made of round white pearls, white biwa 
pearls organized in an alternating pattern at the focus of the necklace 
note: the biwa pearls are the irregularly shaped flat pearls - they are uncommon 
but beautiful and this is their natural shape!  white round pearl, white biwa 
pearl, inches easy to use, yet stylish spring ring (O-ring) clasp 

Biwa and Pearl Necklace 

Each earring is one white biwa 

pearl on top of a White agate 

sphere. 6mm round white 

agate dangling earring, white 

biwa pearl, hook backing. 

Biwa Pearl and White/Black Agate Earring 

Bracelet made of round white pearls, 

white biwa pearls organized in an al-

ternating patter, 7.5 inches. Comes in 

the O-ring and Ball clasp variants. 

White Pearl and Biwa Bracelet 





Three white oval pearls individual 

connected to hook backing by 

delicate metal links.  

 3 White Oval Pearls Earrings   

A double stranded bracelet made of a 

string of round pearls, each pearl 8mm in 

diameter, with a silver locking clasp in the 

shape of a chrysanthemum flower.   

Double Strand White Pearl Flower Clasp Bracelet 

A necklace composed of a strand of round pearls with 

the center focus comprised of an alternating white and 

silver 9mm pearls.   

White-Silver 9mm Pearl Necklace  





White Pink Pearls on Leather Strand Necklace, 18 in 

A leather necklace with 9 pearls, six white and five 

Pink colored pearls at the center of the necklace.   





A knotted string of white 
pearls (8-9 mm) with your 
choice of clasp; 17-18 in 

White pearl Necklace 

O-ring clasp 





White-Blush-Silver pearl necklace 20in; 24in 

A string of pearls arranged in an alternating 

pattern of white, blush, and silver round pearls to 

form the necklace. This type of necklace comes in 

different lengths. 20in; 24in 





A string of navy blue round pearls with 

a sliver clasp lock at the back. 17in  

Navy Blue  Pearl Necklace 17 in. necklace 





A string of navy blue, white and silver round 

pearls with a sliver clasp lock at the back. 17in  

Navy blue, silver, and white Pearl Necklace  





A knotted string of blush 
(pink) pearls (8-9 mm) with 

your choice of clasp; 17-18 in 

White Pearl Bracelet 
A tasteful bracelet of round white 
pearls on a knotted strand with a 
beautiful gold color clasp, 8-9mm 

pearls 7.5" 

Blush pearl Necklace 





A string of white round pearls arranged 

into a 24in necklace. 





A string of white round pearls arranged around a 

pair of two navy blue pearls to form a 17in necklace. 





A pair of biwa earrings with a black 

agete stone at the bottom tip. 

A string of white, navy blue and silver round 

pearls arranged to form a 20in necklace.  





A string of navy blue and white round pearls 

with an alternating white-blue pattern at the 

center of the 20in necklace.  





An assortment of blush, sliver and white pearls 

round pearls arranged in an alternating pattern 

that forms a 20in necklace.  



10mm Purple Shell Pearl Bracelet 

A string of rather large round shell purple pearls 

locked together with an O-ring clasp.   



A string of rather large round shell purple 

pearls that locks together with an O-ring clasp.  

10mm Purple Shell Pearl Necklace 





White Shell Pearl Necklace 

A string of rather large round shell 

White pearls that locks together 

with an O-ring clasp.  

8mm White Pearl Stud Earrings  

A pair of white round earrings 

with a simple stud lock back. 





A string of  large black shell pearls with a magnetic 

gold colored locking clasp inlayed with clear gems. 





A string of  large bronze colored shell pearls with 

a silver locking clasp forming a 17in necklace. 

A string of  large bronze colored shell pearls 

with a silver locking clasp forming a bracelet. 





A string of rather large round shell black 

pearls that locks together with an O-ring clasp.  

 Black Shell Pearl Necklace 





A string of rather large round shell striped  black and 

white pearls that locks together with an O-ring clasp.  

Striped Shell Pearl Necklace 





A striking statement piece necklace, one made of round white pearls, the other made 
with black round pearls and white biwa pearls organized in an alternating pattern at 
the focus of the necklace 
note: the biwa pearls are the irregularly shaped flat pearls - they are uncommon but 
beautiful and this is their natural shape!  white round pearl, white biwa pearl, inches 
easy to use, yet stylish spring ring (O-ring) clasp 

Biwa and Pearl Necklace 

Close up of the O-ring 

Horizontal Biwa with a black agete  





White stud earrings 

White, silver, and blue oval pearls connected together 

with a white leather thread. 









Black stud earrings 

Blush stud earrings 

White stud link chain earrings 





White teardrop shaped pearls with 

a elongated hook for the ears. 

A string of oblong pearls with an O-ring clasp back lock.  





Blue oval shaped pearls arranged in a string 20in necklace.  










